COURSE SIGN-UP/BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

Please fill out this questionnaire and return it right away. By doing so, you let me know you wish to take this class and also help me to get a better idea of what pace I should go in the course.

Personal Data
Name: ____________________________
Year: ____________________________
Official Major: ____________________
E-mail address: ____________________
ID number: ________________________

Registration Status
Are you currently officially registered for this class?

If you are not officially registered, is this because you require special (my or departmental) permission to do so?

Prerequisites
Have you taken CSE 219 (Computer Science III) and CSE 320 (Systems Fundamentals II), or their equivalents?

Other Background
Have you ever taken a course in:

Compilers? ______
Programming Languages? ______
Computer Architecture? ______

About how many lines of code was the longest program you ever wrote, and what language did you write it in?

Motivation
Please comment briefly on your reasons for taking this course. (Continue on the reverse side, if necessary.)